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BY rrc:/ AR 7C..~KED SHIPS 

ir:TBCI>UCTIC?i 

1 The purpose or this report is tc recommend guide
lines for the safety precautions and procedures to be 
implimented ir. the use of ports and approaches by nuclerr 
powered merchant nhips ard nuclear powered naval shiys. 

2 Although a .ship which meets the Conditions of Entry 
Inid down in ANNLX 1 may move* anchor or berth in or 
near a populated area, sjreoid conditions may te imposed 
in some circumstances. Preparations and planning in 
advance of such a port visit should take into account 
the following factors: 

(a) It is not possible for the ship's reactor to 
produce an explosion similar to that of a nuclear 
weapon, nor could it cause an explosion which 
could do mechanical damage outside the ship. 

(b) The main nuclear hazard to be considered ir port 
would ^rise solely from the occurrence of a highly 
unlikely accident of sufficient severity to cause 
an nppreciable release of gaseous or volatile radio
active material from the reactor's primary circuit. 
Gf these, the iodine isotopes are of particular 
biological significance. 

(c) Cnre in ship design and in navigation in congested 
waters can eliminate the possibility of a serious 
nuclear hizard due to collision, grounding, etc. 
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(d) Normal operations in harbours and at the 
berth will not give rise to a nuclear hasard 
to operating personnel nor to the general 
public. 

(e) Discharge of airborne radioactive effluent 
or solid or liquid radioactive waste to an 
extent vriich will cause a measurable increase 
in the general background radioactivity of the 
environment will not be pers: tted. 

(f) The particular climatic, geot raphic and population 
distribution features of the port concerned. 

1,i Other relevart etails are given in the Annexes, in partic
ular ANNEX 1, "Conditions of Entry" and ANNEX III "Notes 
on Safety Considerations and Policy". The latter Annex 
aspiifies considerations listed above. 

2. SHIP DESIGN COI^IDE.^ TICK'S 

2.1 Merchant Shirs 

(a) Nuclear powered merchant ships will have been 
designed and constructed in vccordance with the 
current provisions of the International Convention 
for the Safety of Life at 5e?. 

(b) The Safety Assessment required by the above 
Convention will have been prepared and approved 
by the Government of registry, and made available 
sufficiently in advance to the New Zealand Govern
ment so that it may consider the ship's entry into 
New Zealand waters, (oet AKN4X II) 

(e) The visiting ship will have an appropriate and 
valid Nuclear Passenger Ship or Nuclear Cargo 
Ship safety Certificate ca issued in accordance 
with the provisions of the tifety Convention, in 
addition to othor Btatutory document*. 



3. 
2.2 saval Vessels 

(•) Nuclear powered naval vessels will have been designed 
end constructed in accordance with the requirements 
cf their owners, and can be expected to aeet the 
standards of Safety set for such ships by their 
independent National Safety Authorities for such 
ships. 

(bs For security reasons full details of the safety 
assessment will not be available. Because of this 
special Conditions of Lntry (see Annex 1) including 
possible limitations on type of berth/anchorage, nay be 
imposed. 

3. 3H1P OPKSATIOKAI COHSIERrtATICNS PRIOR TC POriT ENTRY 

3.1 Confirmation will have been obtained that: 
(a) Conventional navigation and safety equipaent is 

fully operational. 

(b) The nuclear plant and its associated equipment is 
in good working order and, for merchant ships only, 
records of periodic tests of nuclear and engineering 
.- afepuards will be available for inspection by a 
] erson duly authorised by the Government to carry 
out sue!- on inspection. (See ANNEX I and ANNLV II). 

(c) In the case cf merchant ships, the levels of radio
activity in and about the ship are not in excess of 
those specified in the Safety Assessment.(See ANNEX 
il). 

(d) ,.ny special conditions impeded have been, or will be, 
ret. 

k ' BNTKY. HAVING Qfc HOVEKSKT WITHIN PORT 

**,1 (a) I ilots will be required for all nuclear powered 
f.hips. 
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(b) It is recommended that in narrow ard/or 
conceited port waters a tu^Cs) should accompany 
the sliji. (See AKKEX IV for suitable inform
ation ir.a recommendations concerning tu^c). In 
the C'Se of nuclear powered submarines, a surface 
escort vessel, preferably a tup, is mandatory. 

(c) Movement is not normally to be remitted at 
night or where visibility is less than Z mile 
at anj point in the pp.3sc.ge insiie harbour 
limitt. harbour authorities shcul; consider 
limit: np movements to the i'orenoon. 

(':) Navirational controls will be imposed by the 
appro]riate harbour authority. 

&.ATA Lsi nKCHC ..AGE 

A iprorriate berths/anchorages for nuclerr powered ships 
will be selected and special condit ons (if any) imposed 
by tie Minister of Science, on the advice of the KZr.EC, the 
Minister of Health, the Kinister o'' Civil Defence, the 
hinister of Police, the Minister o ' Tra-sport, the Minister 
of Defence (where applicable) rnd the local Fort «uthor^ 
itie-. Categories of berths/anchorages, nr.d f-ictors tafcen 
into account in their selection, are giver, at AM.'iX VII'. 

Cice :\ sui'a le berth/anchorage hns been selected for 
the nucle-jr powered ship (See section 8, hhUiX III), the 
Harbourmaster shall consider whether any special facilities 
nre required :md their adequacy and s'.ate-of-resdiness, 
bearing in mind the need for: 

(a) t'rever.tion of Collision. 
Including limitation on movement and speed of ships. 

(b) iittendar.ee of tufB whilst berthing. 

http://iittendar.ee


5. 
(c) Fire Freea tions. 

!ormal per facilities should be adequate. 

(d) security. 
The ship wi.ll station security personnel to 
prevent unauthorised access. 

(e) Ship-shore communication facilities. 

(f) The provision of electric power or special lirhtiny. 

(g) Monitoring for Radioactivity. 

(h) supervision of Adjacent Berths/Anchorages. 

I\o handlin - of explosives should be permitted within 
the vicinity o" the nuclear powered ship. The handling 
of .arge qj; rtities of hazardous Materials at adjacent 
berths/anchorages should be avoided. 

6. i-XBILIl'i C? oHI C IV fcVir.'T Cf INCIDENT/ACCIDENT. 

6.1 (a) i.adiation nazards to the public in the unlikely event 
cf .-in acci ent may be reduced by reroval of the ship 
from the berth/anchorage. 

(b) Mobility of the ship should tee ensured either by 
(.mergency means aboard the ship, or by tugs available 
at the port. The means for providing tugs within the 
neccssiry time, and measures to ensure the safety of 
the tug's crew members ard others involved, must be 
j-re pa red. 

(c) Characteristics of the port which might impair 
nobility should be evaluated to determine their 
effect, ar.d action planned accordingly. 

(d) he ship mu: t have sufficient crew on boird while 
in port to enable it to be taken to sen in the 
event o' an cmergenc;. . 

(e) j'.r.choranes should be designated for each port 
vhere the ship, nfter a nuclear incident/accidont, 
rr,ay be moored until the danger is past, or until 
•urt'ner -»ct-ion is ior.cibl.e. The desipr..- tion cf 
ruch anchor-Ties ehoulri take into Tccount that vhilst 

http://wi.ll


6. 
a serious accident is extremely unlikely the skip 
nay in this -3ve.it continue to release radioactive 
material over a prolonged perioi. 
Such anchorages should therefore be isolated and 
need not necessarily be within i ort liaits. 

7. CTEt.S SHIPS 

7.1 Cther ships will take ection as instructed by the 
Harbourmaster, or nival authority, where applicable. 

3. EH^HGLrx; SITWTICK AT ££A 

B.I .hile the above factors are mainly concerned with 
action to be taken in the event of a nuclear accident 
in harbour, there repairs the possibility of some accident 
such s i collision cr (rounding in New Zealand or adjacent 
waters, which Right five rise to radioactive emissions. 
In £ei eral there is unlikely to be any radiation hazard, 
provided the reactor containment is not pierced. 

Should it be established that no radiation hazard 
exists, action tt be taken is likely to be the same as 
that for a conventional ship in similar circumstances. 
If the hazard does exist net or. will be ordered as shown 
in ANrLX V. 

9 # PBCPULSICH PWIT 

In this Code the acceptance of nuclear powered ships 
is limited to those who.-.e reactor power levels are less 
than 100 Kw(t). 

•"or levels abeve these revised conditions may be 
necessary. 

http://-3ve.it


AFNSX I 

»UCL::AB iC^ERED SHIFS 

NE« ZKlALAf D GCVEjtKMFJTT COWDITIOHS 

CF EKTRY TC V.l. I CBTS 

To nuclear powered ship will be permitted entry to any New 
Zealand port except un'er the following conditions: 

1. ?BIC3 10 EKTBY IHTC 'CRT: 

1.1 The Commanding Officer or Master, owner or agent of the 
ship, trust be authorised by the Minister of science to 
enter the port. 

1.2 Such authorisation will be issued: 

(a) Only after consideration of the ship's detailed 
safety assessment and such information supplied 
according to r«quirements of the Code NZAEC 500; or 

(b) by direction of r.he Government. 

1.3 The ship's nuclear plant, its associated equipment and all 
safety and protective devices, must be in full working order 
and operating without abnormality. 

1.*» For ships admitted under 1.2(a) only, records of periodic 
tests of the ship's nuclear and engineering safeguards must 
be available for inspection by a person or persons duly 
authorized by the New Zealand Government who shall have the 
right of boarding and inspection of the records at all times. 

1.5 The Master, Owner or Agent is to confirm with the Port and 
other designated authorities within twelve hours of the ship's 
proposed entry into n K*»w Zealand port? 

(a) For ships admitted under 1.2(a) above: 

(i) That the ship's nuclear reactor is functioninf safely 
ar.d without abnormality. 

(ii) That he accepts the Conditions of Entry specified for 
the ship. 
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(Note: Should conditions U ) and (ii) not be pet the 

ship will-not be permitted entry). 
1*5 (b) For ships adaitted under clause 1.2(b) above, the 

Government concerned is to certify that: 
(i) (For R.K. Ships); The operation of the nuclear 

powered vestel will be entirely in accordance with 
each condition in the "Statement by the UK Government 
on Operation of UK Nuclear Powered Warships in Foreign 
Ports", except where a aore stringent condition is 
imposed by these Conditions of Entry; or 

(ii) (For U.l.K. Ships): The operation of the nuclear 
powered ship will be entirely in accordance with 
each condition in the "Staterent ry the U.S. Govern
ment on the Operation of U.S. Nuclear Powered Warships 
in Foreign Ports", except where a more stringent 
condition is imposed by these Conditions of Entry. 

2. KOVSKSNT ftITHIN KARBQT R LIMITS 

2.1 The ship is to pioceer to or frcm its berth only under 
daylight conditions o good visib lity. Permission to 
proceed under otter c< nditions ma. be * ranted by the 
Harbourmaster if it it considered that special port 
facilities make it aaie for it to do sc, or if some 
emergency 60 requires. •Che Commarding Officer or Master 
of the ship is to comply with all directions of the 
Harbourmaster regarding movements of the ship within the 
Harbour, 

2.2 A pilot is invariably to be carried, whilst moving within 
harbour limits. 

2.3 Nuclear-powered submarines are to be accompanied by 
surface escort vessel.", (provided by the appropriate 
Port authorities) whenever they move within the harbour. 

3. BRHIBEMENTS WHILST SHIF IS AT BE1IH OR AT ANCHOR; 
3.1 The Commanding Officer or Jester of the ship is to 
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notify the Port and other designated authorities, 
by the quickest possible means, of any unexpected 
event involving a nuclear reactor which may result 
in a possible public hazard, or of any circumstances 
known to him which might increase the likelihood of any 
such event. If a possible hazard is considered by the 
lort authorities to exist, the Commanding Officer or 
Hester of the ship is to consult with them as to the 
steps which may be advisable generally and in regard 
to the possible movement of the ship. 

3*2 The release of ar.y airborne or solid or liquid radio
active material to an extent which would cause a measurable 
increase in the (eneral background radioactivity of the 
environment,breaching the nuclear reactor containment for 
the purpose of dcfueling, refuelling, repairs or maint
enance of the ship's reactor system or equipment shall 
not be carried out in a New Zealand port or within New 
Zealand territorial waters. 

3*3 The ship is to carry sufficient monitoring and safety 
equipment for use in emergency situations on and in 
the vicinity of the ship, 

}.k The ship is at all times to have sufficient officers and 
ere.; on board to be able to take the ship to sea at short 
notice, to maintain a fire watcb at all times, to operate 
fire-fighting equipment and to staff the reactor control 
root. 

3.5 ?he Commanding Officer or Master is responsible for 
ensuring that urn uthorised persons do not gain access 
to the ship. 

3*6 For ships berthed at Category A berths, the ship's reactor 
state shall not be ch/nged without the permission of the 
appropriate Port authority. 
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SPECIAL CONDITIONS 

(a) For ships admitted under clause 1.2(b) above, 
and which are to be berthed at Category A berths, 
the Co—nding Officer is to shut down the reactors 
to state Bravo (primary coolant temperature below 
93°C, and pressure between 3,500 kPa and 7*000 kPa), 
commencing depressurisation as soon as ship berths, 
and reporting to the designated local port authorit
ies as soon as the state is reached. 

(b) For ships admitted under clause 1.2(b) above, and 
which are to be berthed at Category B berths without 
shutting down reactors to state Bravo, the Commanding 
Officer is to certify that the total iodine 131 
inventory does not exceed 250,000 Curies per reactor 
at the time of entering harbour. 

In all shine berthed at Category A berths preparation 
for departure is to be carried out so that the reactor does 
not reach full pressure before daylight hours on the morning 
of departure, and the period spent at full pressure and 
temperature (State Alpha) is the minimum consistent with 
safety and operational requirements. 
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SAFLT1 AbSEaSMEKT 

1. QEUETtAL CCK£IDERATIONS 

1.1 Nuclear powered ships which call at New Zealand 
ports h?ive been designed and constructed in countries 
which hive estrolished nuclear industries ar.d experienced 
safety assessment and reactor licensing organisations. 
The Safety Aeseosment fcr ahipborne nuclear reactors is 
similar to that for land-basrd nucleir reactors with 
additional consideration beit c ni v e r- t o marine hazards. 

1.2 The safet;. asressnunt oi a nuclear reactor is a 
continuing process which starts with the initial design 
stage. It will usually involve two groups of people; 
the designers to whom safety is one of ~any considerntions 
and the safety assessors for whom safety is the principal 
consideration. 

1.3 «t the outset all safet;- criteria have to be defined 
and safety stnrderds set against w: ich the assessors must 
judge t'-ie acceptability of the design. 

1»*» During the design find construction period there is 
continuing: discussion bctwee?-. the designers and assessors 
and a final safety report is submitted for approval by 
the a ;sesso^ ;> before conmissioning. 

1.5 Finally the assess -rs a-prove the operations manual 
which includes the ruler, and procedures to be followed to 
ensure the saf« operaticn of the reactor and stipulates 
the records which must \e kept. 

2. NUCLEAR lOwjfflSl MERCHANT SHIPii 

2.1 The safety assessment documentation which the New 
Zealand authorities will require would include the ship's 
reactor operating manua , the complete set of reactor safety 
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analysis reports together with the general design 
documents and th" assessor's report \.T. trese documents. 
^t should also include a report on the n svlts of coamiss 
ioning tests and any modifications to performance and 
operting specifications. 

2 .fa nuclear powered merchant ship is designed for 
regular voyages to New Zealar d the Tew Zealand Government 
would wish to be kept informed of safety considerations 
from the design stage. 

3 In the case of a nuclear powered merchant ship 
visiting the country for the first time, the safety 
assessment documents must be made available to the Kew 
Zealand Government before the visit is authorised. 

*» For nuclear powered merchant ships calling regularly 
at New Zealand the New Zealard Government will require to 
be informed of periodic inspections and safety reviews 
which rray be nade in the country of registration. 

5 In order that the New Zealand Government can ensure 
that the reactor is being operated according to the 
approved instructions it must have the rifht, when the 
nuclear powered ships call in New Zealand, to examine 
records kept according to these instructions, and if it 
deeir necessary to inspect the reactor and associated 
equipment. 

6 Subject matter considered in the safety assessment 
will include: 

(a) The basic design of the £ hip and its nuclear 
propulsion system. 

(b) The additional safety features e.g. sealed 
containment surrounding nuclear plant, fission 
product clean-up plant. 
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(c) The reliability of the basic data used in the 
design includii g reference to research and 
development work supporting these data. 

(d) The intended use of the ship e.g. tanker - container. 

(e) The consequence of a range of possible accidents 
including collision or grounding of the ship and 
the likelirooc of their occurrence. 

(f) The testing schemes proposed for use during construct- t 

ion and commissioning. 

(g) Tiie ability of the builders of the reactor and ship 
to meet the design specifications. 

(h) The levels of radioactivity permitted to be discharged 
from the ship during normal operation. 

(i) The plars prepared for emergencies. 

% KUCLSAR-1 C'.;£R • D K;.V,'-L SKIPS 

3*1 Although it it. knowr that the design and construction process 
outlined in Section 1 of this Annex is followed in the case 
of U.o. and U.K. nuclecr-po*ered naval ships the details of 
the reactor design, enfety assessment analysis and operating 
records cf these ships are not, as a matter cf policy, made 
available for tie inspection of other governments. It is, 
however, clenr, as their excellent safety record shows, tfcit 
the most exacting standards of safety are applied to the design, 
construction find operation of these ships. 

2.2 In the c -e of the U.S. and U.K., the statements 
furnished by these governments to governments that receive 
port visits from U.S. or U.K. nuclear pow«red warships 
emphasise the jrest importance attached to safety in reector 
design, crew training nnd operating procedures. In both 
countries nuclear warships are subject to a detailed safety 
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assessment by highly qualified, independent safety 
review authorities. Both the U.S. and M.%. alao undertake 
th'.t all the .safety precautions and procedures followed in 
connection with the operations of these ships in hose ports 
will be strictly observed in the foreign ports visited by 
these ships. 

3 It should be borne in minu thrt, unlike civilian ships, 
warships and their equipment pre designed to withstand 
substantial shock forcer fro* underwater and surface 
explosions. 

*» The nuclear propulsion units in submarines and surface 
warships hnve a such lower power level than those of the 
land-based nuclear reactors used for electricity generation. 
Since they are ship-borne they are sobile. This sobility 
adds considerably to the flexibility of the counter-action 
th t could be taken in the extremely remote eventuality of 
> reactor inci. ent/accident. 

NL;; H&4LAKD APJHOHITIKS 

1 Authority to enter Kew Zealand Territorial -aters, 
fortt and approaches will be issued through the Minister 
of Science, ndvieed by the NZAEC and others as set cut in 
5.1 cf the Code. 



ANNEX III 

KCTES Cft SAFETY COKSIDfcRATICNS AED POLICY 

1. RSACTOR OPEKHTIOK 

1*1 A nuclear reactor core ia made up of fuel elements and 
control rods. To achieve criticality, selected control rods 
•re slowly motored out of the core until the process of 
nuclear fission becomes self-sustaining. The reactor can 
then be operated to produce useful power. 

1.2 Kuclear fission generates heat which would melt the 
fufl elements if they were not cooled. The heat is removed . 
from the core by the primary coolant water system and is 
transferred, in the boilers, to the secondary system where 
the steam so produced is used to drive the propulsion system 
and other auxiliary machinery. The cooled primary coolant 
water is then recycled through the reactor core. 

2. REACTOR CCNTAIKIEK'f 

2.1 Kuclear fission also produce? radioactive materials 
which emit radiations which nre hazardous to health. There 
is no danger provided the radioactive materials are contained 
within the fuel eleirents, each of which is enclosed by a 
strong outer metallic case, or cladding. There are 
small -v-ounts of mainly short-lived radioactive materials 
present in the primary coolant when the reactor is operating, 
which are filtered cut t/ a: on exchange resin bed. 

2.2 Should the cladding fail and the primary coolant water 
become contaminated with radioactive materials from the 
core, the coolant .system, including the pressure vessel 
which surrounds the reactor, which is itself leaktight, would 
contain the release and irevent its further spread, 

2.3 In the unlikely eve t of there being a primary coolart 
leak sit the same tirre as a fu->l element clsdding failure, 
the reactor compartment cr rem which contains the reactor 
inside its pressure veos<1 and its associated systems is 
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also leaKtiftht, like the prirary system beinp specially 
constructed to with&tand the high rises in pressure which 
could follow a rupture of the primary coolant system. 

3. r-.L'ACTCR SHISLBIKO: 
3.1 '.ithin the reactor compartment, rost of the radiation 

shielding is concentrated arounu the reactor core. The 
remainder is built into the reactor cc. apartment boundary* 
principally to reiuce gamma radiation from primary systems 
during normal operation to a level acceptable to the ship's 
crew. In the event of radioactive materials beinf released 
from the core into the primary systems, this shielding nay 
no longer reduce radiation intensities to acceptable levels 
within M'e i mediite vicinity cf the reactor compartment. 

*•. REACTCR INCIDENT W'u ACCIDENT; 

'••I A re-.ctor incident is defined as an unexpected event 
involving a nuclt^r reactor plant which could lead to a reactor 
accident unless controlled. 

A reactor accident is defined as an unexpected event 
involving a nuclear reactor plant which results in a radiation 
hazard external to the reactor plant. 

*».2 The design, manufacture and operation of reactor plants 
are extremely carefully supervised and controlled to reduce 
the risk of any form of accident to the absolute minimum. 

5. B£ACTCR ACCIDENT FHOEfcBILITIFS: 
5 1 Marine propulsion pressurised water reactors have extremely 

stable operating characteristics and are inherently self regulat
ing. An automatic sjsterr shuts down the reactor i f any uneaf e 
condition is detected by the sensors. 

The probability of a reactor accident occurring is 
extremely low. None his been reported so far in more than 
1500 reactor years of operation of marine reactors, 
indicating the high degree of quality assurance, prot
ection, and inherent safety of such systems. The prob
ability and consequences of accidents have therefore 
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to be deduced froa studies of a ranee of hypothetical 
accidents, such studies being part of the design process 
outlined in Annex. 2. 

5»2 Heference Accident; 

Nevertheless, there is a very reaote possibility of 
a sudden and complete failure of the priaary coolant eater 
systea. For this to happen, it would be necessary for a 
aajor coaponent of the priaary systea to rupture so that 
all the priaary coolant water escaped into the reactor 
coapartaent. The reactor core could thud no longer be 
cooled, the fuel eleaents would salt and the radioactive 
aaterials would be released into the reactor coapartaent. 
These radioactive asterials would be alaost completely 
confined within the reactor coapartaent. However, there 
would be a build-up of pressure within the reactor coapart
aent resulting froa the escsping high pressure high temper
ature priaary coolant water flashing into steam* 

5«3 Although the reactor coapartaent itself is leaktight, 
it is penetrated by the pipework of essential reactor 
services which could be damaged as a result of the accident. 
In this event, the above increase in internal pressure would 
cause radioactive materials to leak slowly froa the reactor 
compartment into the ship by these routes, and subsequently 
over a period of aany hours into the ataoephers. 

5.*t Over twenty-four hours this release aight include up 
to 9000 curies of radioiodine, together with radioactive 
isotopes of ruthenium (a lunt hazard) and caesium, krypton 
and xenon (whole body hazards). These are less important 
than the radioiodine. The hazards associated with this 
release are estimated on the assumption that the ship would 
remain at its initial berth/anchorage for twenty-four hours 
from the onset of the accident. In practice every effort 
would be made to move the ship to safe anchorage as soon 
as possible after the accident. 

5.5 This core melt down (Reference Accident) has been 
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conservatively calculated to have a probability of 
occurrence of not aore than one in ten thoweaad per 
reactor per year, assuming the reactor is operating on 
a continuous basis. It is used as a standard against 
which to judge the adequacy of the contingent and aa a 
basis for planning eaergency arrangements. It is 
soaetiaes called the "aaxiaua credible accident". 

On the basis of a nuclear powered ship visiting 
a He* Zealand port for four days a year, the probability 
of such an accident is reduced to about one in a aillion 
per year, or leas, giving an additional ssfety factor of ICO. 
this is equivalent to one Reference Accident per aillion such 
visits. For coapariaoa the probability of earthquakes occurring 
within an area of 5*000 square ka near Wellington, of a nag-
nit ude exceeding that which occurred in Napier in 1931* is 
estimated to be one in ten thousand per year. 

5.6 Korst Conceivable Accident 

The worst conceivable accident could occur as the 
result of a violent rupture of the reactor pressure vessel 
causing a coincidental breach of the reactor containment 
direct to the atmosphere; and sight result in the release 
of up tc 500,000 Curies of r-idioiodine. 

Because of the quality assurance programme which is 
known to be applied to these reactor installations* such 
an event is estimated to have a probability less than once 
in ten million years per pressure vessel, as coapsred with 
one in ten thousard years for the Keference Accident, and is 
equivalent to once per thousand million visits. 

5.7 Collision 

Radioactive materials could also be released into the 
atmosphere as the result of a high speed collision of 
sufficient energy to rupture the containment and the reactor 
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priaary systex. Ihilat vary unlikely, collieioaa severe 
enough to causa this typa of damage heva occurred ia the 
operation of conventional ships on the high seas. Colli*-
ioaa at low apeads would not have tha energy to causa a 
containaer.t rupture. Tha ccnditimes of entry governing 
visits of nuclear powered ships include tha control of 
shipping movements in New Zealand waters to prevent such 
an »ccideat froa occurring ia ports and ia port approaches. 

5.8 Fire: 
Fires could not result in daaaga to tha reactor of 

sufficient aeverity to causa release of radioactivity unless 
they occurred within the reactcr coapartaent. Such daaage 
is virtually iapossibla because of: 

(a) Tha lack of combustible a« terial in these areas 
to support s fire of the r.ecesssry intensity; snd 

(b) tha elaborate me-isures, bcth structural and proced
ural, taken to prevert the outbreak and apread of 
fire in ships. 

5»9 Exdbaion; 
It is conceivable that an exploeion onboard a ship 

could damare the reactor aid its containaent. However, the 
risk of an explosion im aaie extremely reaote by elaborate 
safety features built intc the design and strict regulations 
for handling explosive materials. 

5»10 Stranding and Shipwreck; 
Stranding with hull damage could conceivably breach the 

reactor compartment ard would also affect the secondary steaa 
circuit if its condetmer intakes were above water level, but 
it would not affect the priaary coolant system with its 
associated safety features. It is extremely unlikely, 
therefore, that a core melt accident as described in section 
5.2 would occur simultaneously *nd so release radioactive 
materials to the atmosphere, or with lesser hazard, to the 
sea. Alternatively if the ship later broke up and damaged 
the primary coolant circuit then a small release to the sea 
could occur over a longer period, in the highly improbable 
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event that t̂ e ship or its reactor eere not anlvsfed. 

A nuclear powered ship would not he permitted to approach 
or enter * port under adverse weather conditions such as 
occurred during t:.e -lahine disaster. If, however, an 
accident were tc occur under such conditions the effects 
of any atooapheric release would be aitigated greatly by 
strong winds. 

5* 1 1 Earthquake: 

The effects of earthquake which could affect a ship are: 

(a) stranding 
(b) Landlocking in h< rbour 
Stranding is discussed at paragraph 5«10 above. 

The only effect of landloeking would be increasing the 
risk by extending the tiwe at risk. 

5.12 Sabotsus: 

This is preventable «ith the appropriate control neasures. 

6. THS BAPIATIOK HkZt,S0& 

6.1 The rwdiopctive aaterirds which would remain within the 
renctor coapartment if thi-re were an accident would be a 
source of intense fcaw-na radiation which is emitted froa the 
skip in all directions. The intensity of gaasa radiation is 
rapidly reduced ty both distance and shielding but it could 
produce radiation casualties to personnel who did not evacuate 
iamedi^tely from points within the close vicinity of the ship, 

C.2 The radioactive m-teri Is which could escape froa 
the reactor compartment would form a radioactive cloud 
which would also emit gaarta radiation. However, except 
in the worst conceivable accident, the external radiation 
dose to persons exrostd to the cloud would be unlikely to 
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have much significance. Even in this case it is unlikely 
that th<? affect" of external gamma radiation would be 
significant at distances exceeding 600 metres from the 
ship. This applies both to the radiation emitted from 
the ship as mentioned in 6.1 above, and to that from the 
passing cloud. 

6.3 The greatest hazard to health would be that which 
could result from the inhalation of radioiodine from the 
passing cloud. Kadioiodine, the most significant component, 
which has a hal; life of 8 days, is readily absorbed by the 
body and is concentrated by the thyroid gland. As a result 
of the irradiation of the thyroid tissue, thyroid cancer 
may develop over the ensuing thirty years, and about 10% 
of such cases may prove fatal. The larger the dose the 
greater the risk. In the case of the Reference Accident, 
under the most unfavourable weather conditions (i.e. an 
inversion with negligible wind), and without any counter-
meaaires, it is possible that a few cases of thyroid cancer 
could ^rise in persons at distances greater than 600 metres 
from the ship who remain in the open during the long period 
of release. TV's hazard would be greatly reduced in all 
other weather ccnditions such as are normally encountered, 
and rarticularly by the presence of wind which causes rapid 
dispersion of airborne materials. The hazard could also be 
reduced by taking cover inside closed buildings, and much 
more effectively, by reducing the time "of exposure. 

6.4 Kadioiodine can also reach the thyroid gland as a 
result of eating foodstuffs which have been exposed to, 
and hem-.e contaminated by, radioiodine. On the sane 
assumption as in 6.3 above at distances of jre^ter than 
a kilonetre, it is most unlikely that exposed foodstuffs 
could be contaminated to a level which would be a hazard 
to health. 

6.5 However, it is possible that milk produced by dairy 
cows or goats razing on contaminated pasturage several 
kilometres downwind of the accident could be contaminated 
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with radioiodine to a level which ray be hazardous, 
especially to children. 

PROTECTION AGAIN"-'!' THE HAZABJS 

1 If a reactor accident should occur, there is no way 
of forecasting with any accuracy the size of the release 
and the direction in which the radioactive cloud might 
nove. The rapidity of its dispersal would depend entirely 
upon the local weather conditions. A pre-arranged emergency 
scheme is, therefore, essential. 

2 It may take some hours from the time of an accident 
before a detailed assessment could be made from the 
information obtained by radiation monitoring. In the event 
of an accident it is therefore prudent to assume that there 
is a leakage from the ship to the degree of the Reference 
Accident described in 5, 2, 5«3 and 6.3 of this Annex. 

3 Consequently, in the event of an accident, persons 
within 6C0 metres of the nuclear powered ship would be 
evacu.-.ted to appropriate assembly prints where they could 
be issued with tablets which fill up the thyroid gland 
with natural iodine, so blocking the uptake of radioiodire. 
Zone members of the crew might need to be evacuated to a 
suitable reception area for the evaluation of their possible 
radiation exposure dose. The manning of essential services 
within the 600 r-etre distance will require special consid
erations. 

<+ Vhe ingestion hazard (i.e. the eating of exposed 
foodstuffs) will probably only affect those people living 
in the downwind sector and out to 1 kilometre. In some 
cases it may be necessary to warn the general public of 
this hazard and to close, temporarily, outdoor markets etc. 

5 The contamination of mil) by radioieUne would similarly 
only affect dairy farms in the downwind sector, but it might 
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occur out to many kilometres. The contamination levels 
on pasturage ar; very low and could not possibly cause 
any harr- to the < en ;ral public directly. However, the 
cow is a very efficient grazer and can cover a considerable 
area of land each day; ?nd bcjuse iodine is in short supply 
in nature, the cow h?s the ability of concentrating iodine 
in its milk to ensure tfrat the calf's diet is not deficient 
in this essential elerrert. By th >se means, the concent
ration of radicicdine ir milk can build up tc become a 
danger to health. It trkes at least ?M hours for the radio-
iodine to app*-!? r in rilV and there must be prrangements to 
ensure th-t all rr.il < which is known to be, or likely to be 
contaminated, is not corsured. 

In the event ô ' an accident the following precautions 
should be observed Ln dt »n wind -reas. 

(a) Stay in doorf: as far as possible a:.a close 
all doors ar.d windows. 

(b) Do not eat any exposed food. 

(c) Do not dr- n'< any liquids which have been 
left exposed for more than one hour. 

(d) Tins and containers must be thoroughly washed 
before they are opened. 

(e) '.Vash all crockery, cutlery and cooking utensils 
before use, 

(f) Vaoh your hr.nds before preparing food or drink 
and wash the ^gain before serving. 

NOTE: Mains water is not affected. Food and drink 
in tins or sealer) containers sre perfectly saf«. 

http://rr.il
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BERTHING POLICY 

1 iiecauiie in the unlikely event of an accident there 
must be an effective plan to carry out the evacuation of 
persons within 6C0 metres of the nuclear powered ship, the 
berths/anchorages for such ships are carefully chosen, taking 
into account the nu-.ber of people living in that radius and 
the factors specified in Annex VII. 

2 For nearly all pr-ctical purposes the berthing 
*nd 'novenent of nuclear powered ships present the sane 
problems as o conventional ship. However, certain rules 
for V. e rejui?tion :>f traffic and precautionary ireasures 
under the cortrol of tht Harbour Authoritiec, are necessary 
to minimise the ris. of collision or ctranding. (See 
Annex IV). 

MONITORING POLICY 

1 Berths/anchorages in New Zealand, will, for the 
forseeable future, oe ueed only infrequently and will 
have no continuous -ncnitorinf. 

2 Local monitoring in connection with the visit of a 
nuclear powered ship will consist of: 

(a) Routine Monitoring: 

(1) To check on base levels of radioactivity 
and to allow a post-visit report to be 
prepared. 

(2) To check whether an unusual release has 
occurred and, if feasible, to provide some 
evaluation of the size of the incident and 
of the direction likely to be affected. 

i(b) Emergency Monitoring: 

(1) To alio/; demarcation of the zone of immediate 
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concern. 

(2) To act as the first guide of the 
exposures likely to have been received. 

(3) To determine the precautions and 
restrictive actions required to reduce 
exesure. 

(c) Zxtenaed ronitoring; 
To determine any lenger term exposure of the 
population. 

9.3 Routine Monitoring: 

(a) Harbour Water: 
^egulsr water sampling, together with analysis 
of botto- sediirents and of filter-feeding 
mollusc : before and after the visit would 
detect -eleases of radioactive materials of 
any health significance. 

(b) Air; 
To chee'rt for any radioactive material released 
to the air requires tie continuous operation 
around the hnrbour oi a number of air samplers. 

(c) Other Samples: 
If radioicdine were released milk would become 
the critical foodstuff ptid *ould be monitored. 

NRL will operate a suitable programme. 

(d) Monitorim for Detection of Accidents: 
A radiation alarm will be operated continuously 
at tl.e ..earewt practical site to give local 
information of any significant radiation emission 
from the ship which could be a precursor of 
released radioactivity. 
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personal dosimetry equipment and potassium iodata 
tablets for •• ch member of the crew and simple radiation 
monitoring equipment. A portable diesel-driven pump cr 
oiler fire-fighting equipment could b« used to provide 
emergency cooling weter supplies to a stranded nuclear 
powered ship if necessary. 

2.2 The Monitoring Officer's pack will include the 
following: 
• Hsdiac Survey > eters 
. quartz fibre Dtsimeters and Charger 
• Potassium iodnte twhists 
• Sufficient protective clothing (smocks, 

trousers, gloves, repiratora etc.) and 
personal dosimetry packs including a film 
ba«{\e for each Member of the crew. 

2.3 Packs are to be nade up in varying sizes to suit 
individual ere* members, and supplied by the Ministry 
of Defence. The packs shall remain under direct 
control of a specially qualified health physicist and/or 
a member of the 2.K.Z. Navy, who will alsc issue necessary 
instructions to crew members as required. 

2.H The above personnel, and monitoring packs, will be 
provided for any tu£ attending a nuclear powered ship 
in emergency conditions. 

5. INfCREATION FCK Ti£ GUIDANCE CF HABBCUBHASTfcBS 
(/s necessary prior to visit of nuclear powered ship) 

3#1 It is quite impossible for a nuclear accident to cause 
e nuclear bomb-type exrlosion. Furthermore, although a 
nuclear reactor ncsident may result in the release from 
the nuclear ?owere J ship of radioactivity in a number of 
forme, there are procedures which, if strictly followed, 
will reduce tre possibility of a tug and its crew haing placed 
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in aarious danger. 

3.2 Tha aain hasarda which nay ba encountered whan 
approaching a nuelaar powered ship, in which thara has bear 
an accident, arisa froa: 
(a) Tha inhalation and/or ingaation of radioactive 

•atarial. 
(b) Tha diraet gaaaa radiation fron tha hall. 

3.3 Tha use of potassiua iodata tablets, protective 
clothing and raspiratorn will raduca tha inhalation 
hazard. In addition, wherever posaibla, tha Tassel 

t should ba approached Iron upwind. Tha hasard fron 
direct gaaae radiation fron tha hull nay ba nininised 
by: 

(a) Approaching tha ship froa directly ahead or 
directly astern. In any event, approach to 
within 200 aetrea of the ship*a bean should ba 
avoided. 

(b) Uniting the tine spent in tha vicinity of the 
ship. 

3.** In the event of an accident to a nuclear 
| reactor, the Tug Master is to ban snoking, eating and 

drinking and order the crew neabers to: 

(a) Dress in dry protective clothing, wear wet 
protective clothing over it if necessary. 

(b) Take 2 x 30 «g» potaeaiun iodata tablets. 
« 

(c) ./ear one pocket dosiaetar and a personal 
dosimeter pack. 

(d) Don a service respirator. 

NOTE: Additional potassiua iodata tablets are provided 
for issue if necessary. 
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5 The purpose of the dosimeters worn by each crew 
aeaber is to measure the amount of radiation to 
which individuals have been exposed. The dosineter 
pack should be clipped/pinned to the breest pockets 
of the dry protective clothing and its rending will 
be noted when the cre»s return ashore. 

6 It is ngain emphasised that an accident to a nuclear 
powered ship involving the release of radioactive 
saterial is exceedingly remote. Should a tug becoae 
involved, the application of the protection rules set 
out above will ensure the maximum protection for its 
craw. 

7 If required an Officer of the Kationel Sadintion 
Laboratory will be available i»t a preliminary briefing 
to explain and amplify the above information. 
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AmaisramvE AMAHCWIWTS FOB 

ACTIO". PBIGK TC »RBIVAL AND IW EMERGENCIES 

1. IKTRODPCTIOH; 

1.1. An accident involving the reactor in a nuclear 
powered ship is extremely improbable but • well-defined 
set of administrative arrangements is necessary for 
dealing with such an emergency, should it occur. The 
necessary arrangements can be best seen by considering 
first the action to be taken in such an emergency* 

1.2 To provide for such emergencies it is necessary 
to r.dapt existing schemes (both Police and Civil Deferce) 
to cope with the special case of a release or potential 
release of radioactive material. 

?• COT-SIS c? ACTICK 

The following diagrams include the modified alerting 
procedures required in a public safety scheme. 

2.1 In the c se of an "ALERT" (Incident) 
Master or Commanding Officer of Ship 

Harbourmaster/Naval Authority* 

Civil Defence , P o l i c e — Inform Minister of Science 
Public o3fety-0pergtion3 and Minister of Health "" 

rioom 
I 

Technical Advice \ Technical Advice 

Prepare Report 
for the Minister of Science 

• If at a Naval berth 
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2 .2 ID the c*se of an -mSBGENCT* (Accident) 

Master or Co—ending Officer of Shjf-p Cc—and 

Harbourmastor/Waval Authority* I 
Civil Defence Police • Infora Kinistor of 
Fublic Safety Coorat- S * Ji^Tet M l B i g i > r 

ions ROOM or hoiatn / -^ I 
Technical Civil Defence Technical Advice 
Advice Kaermency 

• If a n»val berth 

2.3 Following the declaration of a Civil Defence emerg
ency civil defence will in collaboration with the 
Police: 
(1) Evacuate people within 600 metres distance. 
(2) Obtain meterological reports. 
(3) Arranpe for Monitoring. 
CO Continue with established Civil defence 

emergency and control procedures. 
(5) Obtain further technical advice. 
(6) Decide on further precautions, including 

further evacuation, control of foodstuffs, 
movement of ship etc. 

(7) Keep the Minister of Science informed of 
developments throughout. 

2.*» In the case of an 'alert' the Local Civil Defence 
Controller/Controllers adjacent to the port must be vrarned 
by the Public .Snfety Operations Duty Officer, even though 
they may take no active part unless the 'alert' led to nn 
•emergency' with a potential release of radioactive material. 
They should be kept informed of developments. 

2.5 The entries "Technical Advice" which spply to both 
an "Alert" and an "Emergency", indicate that advice must 
be obtained from a group designated by the Minister of 
Science being the sub-committee on Nuclear Powered Shipping 
of K,Z,A.E.C. and from others appointed for the purpose. 
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2.6 The entry "Obtain Farther Technical Advice" uader the 
heading "*aergency" refers to the necessity of obtaining 
advice on the degree of hasard presented by the release of 
radioactivity and on Measures that should be taken to 
•iniaise the hasard. 

2.7 The radiation aeaitoring end aeteorological reports 
would provide data on which advice could be based. 

2.6 In the case of "laergerey", evacuation to a distance 
of 600 aetres would be carried out iaaediately, without c 
awaiting the results of aonitoring (See ANNEX III: 6 and 
7). 

2.9 Apart froa the special additions to cope with the 
effects of release of radioactive aaterial, the "general" 
eaergency scheae would operate. 

3. raiOK PREPARATION: 
3.1 The planning discussed here is necessary to enable 

effective action to be taken in the event of an accident 
releasing radioactive aaterial, but should not be allowed 
to interfere with the noraal duties of the aajority of those 
concerned, since the possibility of such an eaergency during 
the stay of a nuclear powered ship would not justify this. 
The aim is to have a plan available and to be able, as 
quickly as possible, to contact those who can assess the 
situntion and advise how to ainiaise and control the effects 
of an accident, should one occur. 

3.2 rfegional Commissioners of Civil Lefence will, in 
conjunction with folice. Ministry of Defence, harbourmaster, 
department of Health, Ministry of Transport and Local 
Bodies concerned, prepare a Public Snfety Flan incorporating 
existing local authority civil defence plans as appropriate 
to cope with a nuclear reactor accident. This plar must 
be reviewed annually and in any event after t8Ch visit of 
a nucle&r rowered ship* 
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3.3 Following notification of a visit by a nuclear 
>r#tred ship, a check Bust be Bade that all arrangements 
are still effective, (e.g. that key people are available) 
and arrangements implemented for monitoring instruments 
to be made available in the area. 

3*'* Prior arrangements for provision of technical advice 
under "Alert" or "Emergency" in the chart, auet be made. 
Normally thie would be done through the Minister of Science. 

3.5 At the time of % visit by a nuclear powered ship the 
Regional Commissioner of Civil Defence will hold further 
meetings with interested parties to ensure thet plans are 
effective. Additional information is given below and in 
ANNEX VII. 

3.6 Monitoring is the primary necessity, in case of an 
accident re?easing r.dioactive material. For further details 
see Annex. Ill Section 9. 

Subsequent Action 
3.7 ?he Civil Deforce Controller, in collaboration with 

the organisations involved will prepare a report for the 
Minister of Science. 

k. METEOROLOGY: 
*f.1 The Public Safety Plars will require arrangements to 

be made with the local Meterological Officer in Charge, 
for the provision ff up tc date meteorological information 
for the district, in the event of an 'incident' or 'accident*, 
as required. The information will be passed to the Public 
Safety Operations Kcom and local ftaval Commend where applic
able, who will be responsible for relaying it to the 
monitoring teams. 

h.2 The information ip to be kept and passed on as far as 
possible in the following form: 
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(a) Period 
(b) Area 
(c) General weather with particular reference 

to whether or not precipitation (form to 
be stated) is expected. 

(d) Hnds, at surface, 150, 300 and 600 metres, 
with forecasts of changes until the time of 
the next bulletin, and for the next Zk and 
kS hours. 

(e) k statement as to whether an inversion is 
present in the lowest 1500 metres, and/or 
will be present during the forecast period, 
and a forecast of any likely changes during 
the next 48 hours. 

(f) Any unexpected changes in weather will be 
reported immediately. 

"TAlî S CF HEADINESS: 

There are three states of readiness under a public 
safety plan: 

(a) OPERATIONAL 
The Public Safety Cperations Hoom is to be fully 
manned. This state is to be assumed in the event 
of an accident, and as otherwise directed by the 
local Civil Defence Authority (LCDA). 

(b) BELA/ED 
The Cperations room need not be fully manned 
during an 'incident' but the Duty Officer and 
Duty Staff will be on duty and key personnel 
are to be available at immediate notice. This 
will be the normal state during, a visit. 

(c) STOCD DOWN 
vVhen directed by the Civil Defence Controller, 
those concerned may be stood down. 
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6. SPECIFIC ACTION TO £:, TAKEN IK THE LrfEKT C¥ AK 
ACCIDENT: 

6.1 Definitions - £ee Annex III '••I 

6.2 Reporting - The Master/Commanding Officer of the ship 
is responsible for reporting to the Harbourmaster,or 
Fav^l Authority as appropriate, ary reactor ir.cident or 
a~cicient which occurs, however smal7. f which increases 
•he probability of release of radioactive material from 
the ship. The Herbourma6ter, or l^vnl Authority as 
appropriate, is to pass the information, in accordance 
with paragraph 2.1 or 2.2 of this Annex. 

6.3 Motion by tie monitoring teams will be in accord
ance with the local Public safety ilan. 

6.4 On receipt <f the report of reactor accident, all 
authorities concerned will take action in accordance 
with paragraphs " to 10 of this Annex. 

7. IMMEDIATE HE«iSURaS: 

7.1 A declaration of Civil Defence emergency will be 
declrred by the Civil Defence Controller. 

7.2 All personnel within 600 metres of the ship are 
to be evacuated (mediately to well beyond this nistance 
to reduce the danger. At the same time, barriers and 
sentry posts f-hould be set up at a minimum distance of 
600 metres from the ship. Sentries shoulo' wear protective 
clothing and dosimeters. 

7.3 The Civil Defence Controller is responsible for 
taking the following action in an affected area: 

(a) 3anning/advi.sing against smoking and the 
cot sumption of all exposed foodstuffs and 
unsealed liquids,other than main water supplies, 
out to a range of 1 kilometre, within a 15 
degree sector either side of the mean wind 
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direction downwind of the ship's berth 
or, if there is no wir.ti, in a whole 
circle. 

(b) Ordering 'he wearing of respirators by 
personnel required to remain in the 
vicinity <>t the accident. 

(c) Issue of ]otassiu- iodnte tablets. 

concurrently w th the above, the monitoring team6 
will collect dats t-- fallow more accurate determination 
of the rangee quoted above. 

The duration of any evacuation, and any bans on 
foodstuffs etc, '"'ill be determined by the Civil Lefence 
Controller. Koor.e, other than fully protected members 
of the monitoring (or emergency action) teain will be 
permitted to re-app-oach to within 600 metres of the ship 
until th<» Civil iefmce Controller h-s given specific 
permission to do so. 

oCBSEy.UEKT H:-.ASUHJ:S: 
The ivister/Comniardi-ip Officer of the nuclef.r porered 
ship is: 

(a) to make preparations to get underway, prefe-ably 
under own power, informing the local Harbourmaster, 
or Kaval Authority as appropriate, of his proposals 
and requesting any assistance necessary. He will 
not necessarily be required to proceed; this will 
depend on the berth, and the nature of the accident. 

(b) If he 60 decides to evacuate all non essential 
personnel to the designated local decontamination 
centre, where they will be dealt with in accordance 
with Annex VI to this Code. (Medical Organisation). 
Boat transport should be requested if reouired. 
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Merchant and Non-Naval Ships Adjacent to the Nuclear 
Powered Ship 

(a) If within 200 metres, portholes arc entrances 
should be closed, ventilation stopped and all 
personnel should be cleared immediately iron 
the open decks and/or evacuated from the ship, 
unless it can be quickly moved away. 

(b) Other merchant ships will take action as 
instructed by the harbourmaster, taking 
appropriate action to protect personnel. 

Naval Ships in the Fort of Visit 

(a) .'iction will fenerally be in consultation with 
local authorities, and in nccordprce ?'ith Kaval 
Kucl^ar Cafety Aiders. 

(b) In addition ti the action required for self 
protection, Commanding Cfficerc of HMNZ jhips 
are authorise.- to make available if possible: 

(1) Perronnei for assistance in evacuation 
and control procedures, etc.; 

(2) Kad:ation monitoring equipment and 
operators; 

(3) Small craft, with crews; 
CO Protective clothing; and 
(5) Communication facilities: portable 

radio-transmitter receivers; 
(6) Decontamination facilities. 

Some of the frcilities in (b) above may also be 
available on request from other visiting naval ships. 

ACCIDENTS IK APfriK'ACKZS AND TUHRITCRJAL '.VATSRS: 

"hile jvaracrafhs 6 - 8 above are mainly concerned 
witi: action to l>e t̂ i'/en in the event of a nuclear accident 
in harbour, there Terrains the possibility of some accid
ent sue!' as a cul'ieion or ^roundinf in the approaches to 
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the Port, which mi*ht give rise to radioactive 
eniKsions. 

The many permutations of types of accident and 
possible subsequent hazard preclude the writinr of 
detailed guidance for action to be taken. In general, 

o<ever, there is unlikely to be any radiation hazard, 
provided the reactor primar; system is not pierced or 
the cooling water affected. 

Should it be established that no radiation hazards 
exist, action to be taken is likely to be the same as 
that for a conventional ship in similar circumstances. 
If the hazard does exist, action will be orcered by the 
local Civil Defence/Harbour and/or MOT (Marine Division) 
authorities to neet the specific situation, on the inst
ructions of the Minister of Science. 

RECORDS: 
1 Kecords are to be kept by all authorities involved 

in a nuclear incident/accident, so th<t information is 
available for any subsequent inquiry into the cause, 
effects, etc. 

2 Reasonable effort must be made to maintain accurate 
records, particularly with regard to the following: 
a. Tiroes of reports or orders beinj, civen or received. 
b. ?im':s when ot.h ?r authorities are informed of 

occurrences, by whatever means. 
c. The estimation, where possible, of persons exposed 

to any hazard, doses received, and the time of 
exposure, in addition to personnel movements 
within any ;ct've areas. 

d. Decisions taker, and the information and/or 
ilvice on which based. 

e. ..either conditions. 
f. Keciic; 1 reotrtu nt given, including administration 

of votnssiurr i cde te . 
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10.3 The list in paragraph 10.2 above is not exhaustive, 
nrd nny infornat on regarded ?a in ary aay relevant, should 
be recorded. 

10.*• Xhe co-ordination of records is the responsibility 
of the Wvil Defence Controller and a specific records 
officer would be noainate-d in local Public Safety Plans 
for the purpose. 

11. PUBLIC sikFEn PLANS; 

11.1 A Public Safety Plan is to be prepared for each 
Port where visits for nuclear powered ships are authorised. 

11.2 Such a Scheme is to be prepared under the direction 
of the Ministry cf Civil Defence, in collaboration with 
representatives of -

(a) ̂ ivil Defence Regional Commissioner (^heirran) 
(b) Regional Council or local civil Defence Controller. 
(c) lolice. 
(d) LocaJ ^ivil Defence Organisations in area. 
(e) Notional Sadieti:-.. Laboratory and District 

Medical Officer of Health. 
(f) Defence. 
(g) Harbour Authorities. 
(h) Ministry of Transport Marine *ivioion and Road 

Transport Division, 
(i) Fire and Ambulance Services, 
(j) Hospital Authorities. 

'1.3 Public Safety Plans should make provision inter alia 
for the following: 

(a) Ordering the sounding of warning devices. 
(b) Alerting all necessary personnel. 
(c) Ordering the evacuation of all personnel from 

the danger area under their control* 
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(d) Arranging the slipping and towing of the ship 
to an emergency safe anchorage if necessary. 

(e) Unberthing of all ships capable of proceeding 
immediately fro* berths within 600 metres of 
the ship. 

(f) Prohibiting the entry of ail unauthorised 
personnel and vehicles into the vicinity of 
the berth or anchorage for the duntion of the 
esergency. 

(g) Ensuring that duty tug crews are provided with 
protective clothing and respirators. 

(h) Providing the monitoring kits and Monitoring 
personnel for the tugs. 

(i) Undertaking radiation Monitoring in the whole 
area. 

(j) Issuing statements to the news media. 

(k) If the ship is at anchor, providing assistance 
with the evacuation of non-essential personnel 
from the ship, if requested. 

(1) Keeping of records. 
(m) Seeking assistance from locally berthed HMNZ 

Ships. 
(n) A Public Sifety Operations Boon). 
(o) Communication System. 
(p) Irovision of meteorological information. 
(q) A decontamination centre. 
(r) Providing sentries with protective clothing 

and dosimeters. 

(s) Issue of potassium iodate tablets. 

(t) Modification of the Civil Defence Medical Flan. 

The Ministry of Civil Defence say seek guidance from 
members of the Nuclear Shipping Sub-committee of the NZALC 
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in th« preparation of tho Public Safety Plan 
through tho Socrotory of tho KZABC. 

/ v 



AKK£X VI 

HiCICAL OaGAKISATICK 

1. In addition to those preparations required by 
AKKEX 3 Sec. 7, ANNEX h Sec. 2 & 3 »nd AKNEX 5 Sec. 
3 It 11 v the fallowing preparations must be made and 
included in the local Civil Defence Medical Plan before 
a visit by a nuclear powered ship. It is not necessary 
to require any other special preparation by medical or 
hospital authorities. 

1.' A stock of 30 •£• potassiue iodate tablets will be 
obtained and stored at the local Operations boon during 
the stay of the nuclear powered ship. 

1*2 The Public Safety plan • will include preparation fcr 
the distribution of potassiua iodate tabltts in any sectors 
round the ship, utilising pre-arranged points incorporated 
in the civil defence medical plan for the port. 

1.3 Preparation will include plsrs for monitoring radio-
iodine uptake by people exposed to any released radioactive 
material, by ctenns of a suitable type of radiation survey 
•eter. 

(a) In ports with access to a hospital with a 
nuclear medicine department, arrangements 
will be made with the hospital which may 
also make provision for urine and blood 
samples to measure radioiodifce. 

lb) In ports where these facilities are not 
available arrangements will be made to 
provide the necessary facilities, through 
the National Radiation Laboratory. 
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1.*f The thyroid counts give an initial indication of those 
who h nve absorbed significant quantities of radioiodine. 
This test should be followed for those showing a signif
icant content of radioiodine, by direct measurement of 
radioiodine in the thyroid jlar.d, blood and urine using 
sensitive equipment. The location of suitable equipment 
for the latter purpose should also be recorded for 
reference in an eaergency. 

2. In the event of an accident, injured people (as 
distinct froa those who have not been physically injured 
but who say suffer a dose of radiation) are to be tretted, 
if possible, at a First Aid Post wore than 600 metres 
frop the nuclear powered ship* It is essential to treat 
all injured people as quickly as possible in case evac
uation of the area becoaes necessary* In the crse of an 
accident, radiation monitoring will show whether the 
first aid post regains sufficiently free from direct 
radiation and radioactr've contamination to continue to 
be used. 

3. If radioactive mat*rial is emitted from the nuclear 
ship, contamination of people becoircs possible. Injured 
and uninjured people wl o beer evidence of external radio
active conta.-ninetion should be decontar nated at tr.e first 
aid poet, the nearest (suitable washing facilities or the 
decontamination centre, and provided with fresh clothinf. 
They and others who ma;- h.ive suffered internal radioactive 
contamination should b< aaked to have their thyroid 
radioactivy measured au described in 1.3. The procedure 
should be repeated mor* than an >our later. A record 
must be made 
stent and the 

of the nar.e and address, the time of measure-
result. 

<». Each person who has suffered or is thought to have 
suffered radioactive contamination, is to be r,iven potassium 
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iodate as soon as possible. This would include all 
people evacuated from within the 600 metre exclusion 
distance, and any from the vessel who had not already 
taken tablets, unless it is certain that no radioactive 
materials h?ve been released outside the reactor compart
ment. The dosage of potassiu- lodate for adults and 
children over *• years is two 33 «£ tablets, thnt for 
children under *t years is one 30 mg tablet and for 
infants under 6 months, half a 30 mg tablet. 

Within the folloxint, two or three days all people 
known to hr.ve beer, significantly exposed to the radio
active cloud, and a random sample of others, should be 
sent for direct measurement of radioicdine in the thyroid 
inland, as discussed in 1.*t. All those evacuated from the 
nuclear ship will be in this category. Until they have 
been decontaminated, any injured persons »ho -ire known 
to have been contaminated by radioactive material, should 
net be treated at the first aid post excett as follows: 

' a ' Life snvinf procedures (e.g. stopping of 
haemorrhage, establishment of efficient 
airway, resuscitation), 

(b) Administering of potassium iodate. 

Additional plnns within the Medical Plan for the area must 
be mnde to handle locally and in hospital the contaminated 
injured requiring treatment as in 5 above, 

•?hir. nuit include provision for disposal of contaminated 
clothing and body wastes and protection from contamination 
or :>econtH::.[nation of "dirty" areas at all points from 
first aid posts to and including hospital and ambulances. 



C.\7EG0aiLS OF B* I?THS/ANCK0aA6ES 

1. a. Category k - A berth/anchorage which requires 
coapliance with the K.3. Governaent Conditions of 
Er.try at Annex I, and in addition that: 

(1) The vessel arrives at and departs from 
the berth at times as directed by the 
Port Authority; 

(2) The reactor plait is shut down to btate Brvo 
and epressurisation commences immediately i 
the vessel berths/.-anchors. 

(3) The reactor plant remains at State Bravo for ' 
the duration of the visit: 

(4) Preparation for departure is carried out 
so that the reactcr decs not reach full j 
pressure and temperature before daylight 

I 
hourB of the morning of departure, and the 
perioa spent at fu.'l pressure and temperat
ure is a r.inimum ccncictert with operational 
and safety require;v.ei»l̂ ; 

(5) In the event of a reactor accident the 
vessel must be moved from the port area 
before nightfall, and 

(6) The reactor plant is not shut down below 
State BrAvo. 

b» Category B - A berth /anchorage which requires coapliance with 
the conditions of Entry plus a liaitation of 250,000 
curies of iodine - 131 per reactor at the time of 
entering harbour. 

c. Category C - A berth/anchorage which requires compliance 
with the General Conditions of Entry. No special reactor 
atote ie required. 
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. Berths/anchorages vill be approval by tha K.i. 
Government frost tine to tiaa. 

. FACTCBS P*EP IW SFXECTIOK fcF BOTHS/AKCKCrACES: 

.1 Tha following factors are taken intc account in 
tha selection of berths/anchorages: 

a. ' ^ « — welative to: 
Hospitals and schools; 
Bulk food storage/sale; 
Passenger tercinals; 
Concentrated aigatory population; 
Beservcirs. 

b. Population; 
density particularly close to berth; 
Build up in population with distance from 
berth/anchorage; 
Base for evacuation. 

c. Meteorological Information; 
General wind conditions, funnelling, etc; 
Wind rose; 
Incidence of inversions; 
Rainfall; 
Special features. 

d. Navigation: 
Hazards; 
Berthing problems; 
Tugs; 
Depth of water; 
Tides and Currents 

•• Services at Berth; 
>'ire Services; 
Electrical and water supplies; 
Telephones; 
access 
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f. Miscellaneous: 

Fishing; 
Bathing; 
Farming; 
Use of adjacent berthr; 
Availability of t-afe terths/anchoragee for 
emergency conditions. 

k. Reactor Plant State I efinitions: 

Heactor plar.t states are as follows: 

(a) Reactor at full aerating temperature 
and pressure supplying power: (State 
Alpha). 

(b) Reactor partially depressurised and not 
supplying puwer: (£ ate Bravo). 


